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A general purpose nomenclature is presented for dealing with pro-
blems in stability and control of surface ships, submarines, torpedoes,
and towed bodies. The nomenclature is essentially an extension of the
nomenclature for submerged bodies that was adopted by the American
Towing Tank Conference in 1948. The need for the revision has been
brought about by the numerous new techniques that have been introduced
in the interim, and by the desire to develop a uniform nomenclature to
cover all classes of stability and control problems dealt with by the
Stability and Control Division at the David Taylor Model Basin.
INTRODUCTION
The nomenclature adopted by the American Towing Tank Conference
has been used in reporting the work of the Stability and Control Division
at the David Taylor Model Basin for many years.' This nomenclature
has been very satisfactory because the symbols have a meaningful con-
notation with the quantities represented and most of the symbols can be
produced on a standard typewriter.
A marked broadening of the work of the Stability and Control Divi-
sion has taken place since the adoption of the nomenclature of Refer -
ence 1. Problems dealing with surface ships, submarines, torpedoes,
and towed bodies are explored by means of full-scale trials, model tests,
analog simulator studies, and theoretical analyses. Techniques from
servomechanism theory, human engineering, statistical methods, and
network theory are routinely employed in the solution of these problems.
As a consequence of the expanded scope of the work of the Division
a need has developed for a more comprehensive nomenclature. In any
revision of the nomenclature it was desirable that the past policy of
reporting all work of the Division in a consistent nomenclature be con-
tinued. Consequently a committee was appointed by the Division Chief,
Mr. Morton Gertler, to explore the Division's needs and make recom-
mendations for a revised nomenclature. Members of the committee
were:
F. H. Imlay, Division Specialist, Chairman
A. Goodman, Head of Prediction Branch
S. C. Gover, Head of Evaluation Branch
W. M. Ellsworth, Head of Towing Problems Branch
The nomenclature presented in this report is largely based on the work
of this committee. In addition to Reference 1, References 2, 3, and 4
were consulted during the preparation of the nomenclature.
References are listed on page 60
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Objectives considered desirable by the committee in selecting the
nomenclature were:
Adherence insofar as practicable to the nomenclature adopted
by the American Towing Tank Conference.
Extension of the notation to be based on principles established
in Reference 1, so that the advantage of meaningful connotation
would be retained.
Restriction of the notation to symbols that are readily obtainable
for office typewriters.
Elimination of any cases where two different symbols define the
same quantity.
Avoidance of the use of superscripts.
Location of subscripts all on one level, i.e., no subscripts on
subscripts.
The nomenclature is presented in two separate lists. The first list
groups the symbols functionally, thus providing a ready reference for
suitable symbols if one knows the kind of quantity to be designated. The
second list is alphabetical, grouped in the order: English alphabet,
Greek alphabet, numerical, other.
Much of the existing work on cables towed in water has been re-
ported in a nomenclature different in concept from that of Reference 1.
This specialized nomenclature will continue to be of interest as long as
the papers that employ it remain the best available references on the
subject; consequently it has been included in a section following the
Alphabetical List of Symbols. The specialized nomenclature for towed
cables was obtained from Reference 5. As future work is done in this
field by the Stability and Control Division, the basic nomenclature for
stability and control will be extended to include towed cables.
Because the broad general needs of various groups working on
problems related to surface ships, submerged bodies, and towed bodies
have been kept in mind, the definitions of the various symbols have been
kept as general as possible. It is hoped that this revised nomenclature
will prove sufficiently adjustable to current needs, therefore, to insure
its wide official adoption after a reasonable period of refinement.
GENERAL NOTES
The following general remarks about the nomenclature may be made:
The quantities defined in the Functional List of Symbols are for the most
part dimensional. Nondimensional forms for these quantities are given
in the Alphabetical List of Symbols. The primary method of nondimen-
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sionalizing is that used in Reference 1, wherein a characteristic length I
of the body, half the mass of a cube of fluid of dimension I on each edge,
and the time for the body to travel a distance I are employed. These
quantities, raised to appropriate powers, are used as divisors to convert
a dimensional symbol to a nondimensional one. The resultant nondimen-
sional symbol is indicated by adding a prime after the symbol.
Some of the quantities to be nondimensionalized are functions of
absolute velocity whereas others are functions of the velocity relative to
the fluid. It would be desirable to nondimensionalize the latter on the
basis of the relative velocity. If such a course is followed, however,
inconsistencies develop, as for example, when time derivatives of such
quantities are in turn nondimensionalized. Consequently, the nondimen-
sional quantities have all been based on absolute velocity. Data obtained
in the usual towing-basin tests can readily be reduced to the prescribed
nondimensional form because in such tests the relative velocity is also
the absolute velocity. When such nondimensional results are applied to
a problem where the free-stream fluid is not at rest, however, the ratio
of the relative to the absolute velocity will also be involved.
All quantities involving angles or their derivatives are in radian
measure unless an author specifically defines them otherwise in a given
case.
The use of a bar above a quantity has been reserved to indicate a
vector.
An effort has been made to avoid the use of superscripts. With the
exception of the established use of a prime to indicate a nondimensional
quantity, and a few symbols in the nature of mathematical operators
placed above a character, all modifications are made by the use of sub-
scripts. As a result, the use of superscript notations within a paper to
indicate footnotes or references will not lead to confusion if the notation
happens to follow a symbol.
In the formation of compound subscripts, if the symbol indicating an
axis is involved, this subscript usually is placed at the end. The excep-
tion occurs when the basic quantity is a symbol with an axis subscript
and the secondary subscript is a modifier of the basic symbol with axis
subscript combination, e.g., the maximum value of an x0 distance is
designated x0m.
Subscripts defining coordinates of a specific point are indicated by
capital letters.
All of the needed subscript variations of a given quantity may not
necessarily be listed. In forming additional variations in such cases, one
can be guided by the given examples. For further guidance, a list of
subscripts with their definitions is given after the Functional List of
Symbols.
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Variations in the definition of a given quantity are indicated by sub-
script modification. A somewhat related problem is that requiring the
designation of different numerical values of the same physical quantity.
Three mechanisms are available for making such distinctions. In the
first, an index consisting of a numerical subscript modifier is added,
e.g., -. for the different stability roots. The second method consists of
enclosing the affected quantity in parentheses and placing a subscript out-
side. When the difference is spatial the subscript is a capital letter,
e.g., (T)p and (T)S for port and starboard thrust. The third method is
employed when more than one parameter is necessary to fix the value
of a quantity. In this case, the values of the parameters are enclosed in
parentheses after the quantity, e.g., M (q, wj) specifies the value of
8aM/8 w when q = q, and w= wl. q
qw
Subscript modifications need not be employed when their omission
cannot introduce confusion. For example, if only fixed axes are needed
in a particular case, it is permissible to designate them x, y, z instead of
x 0 , Y0 , z 0 . Whenever such subscripts are omitted, however, it is the
author's responsibility to completely define the departure from the nor-
mal meaning of the symbol.
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FUNCTIONAL LIST OF SYMBOLS
REFERENCE FRAMES
Axes
X0, Yo, Zo a right-hand orthogonal system of fixed axes
(sometimes referred to as "inertial" axes).
No reference is of known absolute fixity, but
unless otherwise specified, the x 0 , Yo, z 0 system
is fixed relative to the surface of the earth, the
zo axis is vertically down, the x 0 z0 plane con-
tains the initial direction of motion of the body
whose motion is under study, and the x 0 axis
lies in the general direction of the initial motion
of the body.
a right-hand orthogonal system of moving axes,
fixed in the body. If not otherwise specified, the
z axis is directed toward the bottom of the body,
the xz plane lies in the vertical plane of sym-
metry of the body, the origin 0 is located at the
center of mass of the body, and the x axis is
forward and parallel to the reference or base line
used to establish the body's shape. (See Fig-
ure 1.) If only one set of moving axes is re-
quired, this set shall be used, with sufficient
qualifying specifications to completely establish
any exceptions from the description just given.
a system of axes similar to x, y, z except that
the axes lie along the principal axes of inertia
through the origin 0 a of the system. If not
otherwise specified, the remaining features of
the system correspond to the usual definition
for the x, y, z system. Specifically the subscript
a denotes that the reference frame is aligned
with principal axes of inertia.
a translating system of axes, whose respective
axes remain parallel to the x 0, yo, z0 system, but
whose origin 0 b maintains coincidence with the
position of the origin of the moving x, y, z system
or other specified moving reference frame
a right-hand orthogonal system of moving axes
fixed in a control surface with specified
orientation
x, y, z
xa ' Ya Za
Xb' Yb' Zb
xc' cy cz
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x f, yf, f a right-hand orthogonal system of moving axes
fixed in the fluid with specified location and
orientation
x g y z a right-hand orthogonal system of moving axes
whose origin Og is located at the center of mass
or some other specified geometric point. The
orientation of the system shall be specified.
x s, ys, z a supplemental right-hand orthogonal system of
s moving axes for a second body or similar uses
Origins
O origin of the x, y, z reference frame
0a origin of the xa a za reference frame
0 b  origin of the x b' , Yb' Zb reference 
frame
0 Corigin of the xc c' z c reference frame
Of origin of the xf , yf, Zf reference frame
0 origin of the x , y , z reference frame
0 origin of the x5 , ys, zs reference frame
Oo origin of the x0 , Yo, zo reference frame
Orientation of Axes
Euler angles
4, , angles of heading, pitch, and roll, respectively.
These angles, taken in the order given here, de-
fine the angular orientation of the x, y, z axes
relative to the x 0, Yo, z0 axes. Thus, referring
to Figure 2, and starting from initial coincidence
of the two systems, the x, y, z axes are rotated
in a clockwise sense through the angle 4 about
the ze axis. The x, y, z axes thus acquire the new
position xi, yi, zo. The x, y, z axes are next
rotated in a clockwise sense through the angle 8
about the yl axis to acquire the second inter-
mediate position x, yl, zj. Finally the x, y, z
axes are rotated in a clockwise sense through
the angle 4 about the x axis and thus acquire
the desired position x, y, z.
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angles defining the angular orientation of the
Xa Ya. Za axes relative to the x0 , Yo, z 0 axes
angles defining the angular orientation of the
Xf, yf, Zf axes relative to the x 0 , Yo, z 0 axes.
When xf has the direction of the instantaneous
linear velocity of the origin O of the body
relative to the fluid, Of is the flight-path angle.
Direction cosines
1 x , 1, Izx y z
m ,m y, m
nx, ny, n
xy z
direction cosines giving the component, in the
direction of the x, y, or z axis, of a unit vector
along the xo axis. The quantities Ix, v, 1z are
the cosines of the angles ax, ya z in Figure 3.
direction cosines giving the component, in the
direction of the x, y, or z axis, of a unit vector
along the yo axis
direction cosines giving the component, in the
direction of the x, y, or z axis, of a unit vector
along the z 0 axis
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BODY
Bodies In General
Linear dimensions
X linear ratio, full-scale to model size
1 length; when not otherwise defined, the overall
physical length. This symbol should be re-
served for some characteristic length.



















a length or coordinate in the direction of the
x, y, or z axis
a length or coordinate in the direction of the
xa 'Ya' or za axis
x, y, or z coordinate of a fin, hydrofoil, etc.;
i = 1, 2, - - - (i is omitted if only one item is
involved)
x, y, or z coordinate of the center of pressure
or of a typical point P
x, y, or z coordinate of the towpoint
length between perpendiculars
longitudinal distance of center of buoyancy from
forward perpendicular
longitudinal distance of center of mass from
forward perpendicular
length overall
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Areas
A
Af , A h , A I
A , A , A zx y z
area or projected area
projected frontal area, horizontal area, or lateral
area of a body onto the yz, zx, or xy plane
projected area of the submerged part of a body
onto the yz, zx, or xy plane
waterline coefficient; C w = A /bI
w z













block coefficient; CB = V/HbI
prismatic coefficient; Cp = V/AxI









aspect ratio; a = b 2/A (area to be specified by
appropriate subscript)
taper ratio; X = c t/c
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A
A b A d , Af, A , A
b r s
Abx' Aby, Abz
A ,A , Abxa' bya ' Abza
S
6





projected area of bow plane, dorsal rudder, flap,
rudder, or stern plane (planform area)
projection of bowplane area onto the yz, zx, or
xy plane
projection of bowplane area onto the yaZa , z aXa ,
or x aya plane
wetted-surface area
angular deflection of a control surface, positive
for clockwise rotation of control when viewed
from port side, from above, or from astern
deflection of bow plane, dorsal rudder, flap,
rudder, or stern plane (see 6 for positive sense)
deflection of tab on a doubly-movable flap (see
6 for positive sense)
HYDROSTATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BODY
B buoyancy, positive upward
A displacement, positive upward
H draft
CB center of buoyancy
XB' YB' ZB x, y, or z coordinate of the center of buoyancy
XBa' YBa' ZBa Xas Ya' or za coordinate of the center of buoyancy
CS static center; the center of the resultant of weight
and buoyancy
xS' YS, ZS x, y, or z coordinate of the static center
CM metacenter
xMy YM ZM x, y, or z coordinate of the metacenter
GM metacentric height
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K rate of change of rolling moment with roll angle,
namely, the partial derivative 8K/8
K a partial derivative 8Ka/ a
M 0partial derivative 8M/aO
Xe partial derivative 8X/aE
MASS CHARACTERISTICS OF BODY
m mass
W weight, positive down; W = mg
AW incremental, change in ballast, positive when
weight is added
A displacement, positive upward
CG center of mass
XG' YG' zG x, y, or z coordinate of center of mass
xGa yGa' zGa Xa' Ya , or za coordinate of center of mass
I moment of inertia
I x , I , I z  moment of inertia about x, y, or z axis
I xa, Iy a , Iza moment of inertia about x, Ya , or z axisxa ya za a a
k radius of gyration
kx , k , kz radius of gyration about x, y, or z axis
kxa, ky a , kza radius of gyration aboutx a Ya , or za axis
Ixy, Iyz , Izx product of inertia about xy, yz, or zx axes




x, y, z displacement in direction of x, y, or z axis
Xa Yap Za displacement in direction of xa' Ya, or za axis
Angular Displacements
, 6, t displacement about the zo, Y1, or x axis (see
Figure 2)
6 angular deflection of a control surface, positive
for clockwise deflection of control when viewed
from port side, from above, or from astern
6
b , 
6 d, 6 f, 6 r , 6s angular deflection of bow plane, dorsal rudder,
flap, rudder, or stern plane (see 6 for positive
sense)
6 ft deflection of tab on a doubly-movable flap (see
6 for positive sense)
y angle between xoyo plane and tangent to towline
E downwash angle
Linear Velocities
U absolute velocity of origin of x, y, z axes
U e velocity, relative to fluid, of origin of x, y, ze
axes
Vk absolute velocity of origin of x, y, z axes, in
knots
Vke velocity, relative to fluid, of origin of x, y, z
axes, in knots
u, v, w component of U in the direction of the x, y, or
z axis
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U e , V e , W e
ea v ea wea
component of Ue in the direction of the x, y, or
z axis

















absolute angular velocity of origin of x, y, z axes
angular velocity, relative to fluid, of origin of
x, y, z axes
component of 0 about x, y, or z axis
component of 0 about xa Ya' or za axis
component of 2 about x, y, or z axise
component of 0e about xa ,a or z axis
angular velocity about z0o, Yl, or x axis (see
Figure 2). Because these axes are not mutually
perpendicular, the corresponding angular
velocities are not equivalent to p, q, and r.
rate of deflection of control surface, positive for
clockwise rotation of control when viewed from
port side, from above, or from astern
rate of deflection of bow plane, dorsal rudder,
flap, rudder, or stern plane
frequency in radians per second
natural frequency in radians per second












a , a component of linear acceleration along x, y, or
z z axis
y a za component of linear acceleration along xas Yap
or z axis
a
, a y, azo component of linear acceleration along xo, Yo, or
zo axis




u, v, vir time rate of change of u, v, or w in direction of
x, y, or z axis
U time rate of change of linear velocity, relative
e to fluid, of origin of x, y, z axes
u - vw time rate of change of ue , ve , or we in directione Ves e of x, y, or z axis
Angular Accelerations
p, q, r
a a 7 a
Po, q 0, i 0
absolute angular acceleration of origin of x, y, z
axes
component of 0 about x, y, or z axis
component of about x a s Ya, or za axis
component of 0 about x0 , Yo, or z0 axis
Pseudo Angular Accelerations
b time rate of change of angular velocity, relative
e to fluid, of origin of x, y, z axes
pe , 4e, i time rate of change of p e' qe , or r
ea ea ea time rate of change of pea ea, or reaP a q  r Peaqe or
e eaea a'e'orea
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Momentum and Moment of Momentum
P momentum
Px' y' z momentum along x, y, or z axis
H moment of momentum (angular momentum)
H x , H, Hz moment of momentum about x, y, or z axis
H xa' H ya H moment of momentum about xa ,a, or z a axis










time; in seconds, unless specified otherwise
time at initiation of a maneuver
time to reach steady-state conditions of motion
time for an oscillation to decay to half amplitude
time to reach 90-degree change of heading in a
turn
time to reach 180-degree change of heading in a
a turn
time for origin of x, y, z axes to reach maximum
forward point in a turn
time for origin of x, y, z axes to reach maximum
lateral displacement in a horizontal maneuver
time to reach maximum heading angle in an
overshoot or zig-zag maneuver
time to regain initial heading in an overshoot or
zig-zag maneuver
time to reach maximum pitch angle in an overshoot
or zig-zag maneuver
time at i th execute; i = 1,2,.
derivative of the quantity A with respect to time,
dA/dt
frequency in cycles per second
__ ~ _~~~II
period of oscillation in seconds
frequency in radians per second
undamped natural frequency in radians per
second
phase angle; i = 1, 2, '' or 6, , to distinguish
various phases, when needed
wave length
revolutions per second
roots of stability equation; i = a for real root;
i = b, c for conjugate complex pair of roots;
a= 1, 2, - , b = 1,2, , c = 1,2, ' ,
a b * c
roots of stability equation for horizontal motion
roots of stability equation for vertical motion
real part of the complex root i; or a real root a









Fx F y 9FzFx, , z
F xa, F y a , F z ayaa za
X, Y, Z




component of F in the x, y, or z direction
component of F in the direction of the x a , y a, or
z axis
a
component of the hydrodynamic force in the
direction of the x, y, or z axis; also referred to
as longitudinal, lateral, or vertical force
component of the hydrodynamic force in the
direction of the xa, Ya , or za axis
x, y, or z component of hydrodynamic force at
zero angle of attack and zero angle of drift
component of the hydrodynamic force in the lift,
drag, or cross-force direction (see Figure 4 for
direction and positive sense of these components)
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Ka , Ma , N a
K,, M*, N,
Qc
Qcb' Qcd' Qcf' Qcr' Qcs
moment of total external force
total moment about x, y, or z axis
total moment about x , or z axis
moment of hydrodynamic force about x, y, or z
axis; also referred to as rolling, pitching, or
yawing moment
moment of hydrodynamic force about xa a or
z axisa
a
moment of hydrodynamic force about x, y, or z
axis at zero angle of attack and zero angle of
drift
moment of total external force about control
stock
total moment about stock of bow plane, dorsal rud-
der, flap, rudder, or stern plane
moment produced by thrust
friction drag
residuary drag
thrust, or towline tension
component of T in the direction of the x, y, or
z axis
buoyancy, positive upward
weight, positive downward; W = mg
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H moment about control stock of hydrodynamic force
C on control
H cb , H c d , Hcf , H c r , Hcs moment about control stock of hydrodynamic forcecb d cf cr cs on bow plane, dorsal rudder, flap, rudder, or
stern plane
STABILITY DERIVATIVES
Because the form and meaning of each stability derivative in a given
set is similar, only the first derivatives of each set will be defined.
Likewise, the formation of related derivatives for other systems of ref-
erence axes is so obvious that only a few examples will be given at the
end under a "miscellaneous" category. A few samples of higher order
derivatives are also given in this category.
Static Derivatives
X , Xv , X w rate of change of X hydrodynamic force with
vw ue, ve, or we; the partial derivative 8X/8u ,
8X/v , or aX/8we e
Yu v' w
Zu , Z V, Z w
K ,K ,K
Mu , Mv , Mw
Nu N v , Nw
Rotary Derivatives
X X , X rate of change of X hydrodynamic force with
r Pe, qe, or ve; the partial derivative 8X/ape,
8X/8qe, or 8X/8r
Y p Y q Yrp' K r
Z ,Zq, Zrp' q
Kp, Kq, Kr
Mp , Mq, Mr
N p, N q, Nr
W-* "W4~q - ___- ~ - - --- I - - ___ - __ __ oow_~
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Added Mass Derivatives
These derivatives are measures of the apparent additional mass that
must be added to the actual mass to represent the fluid that is accelerated
by the accelerating body.
x., x., x .
u v w
rate of change of X hydrodynamic force with
Ue, ye, or we; the partial derivative 8X/au e ,
8X/8e, or aX/8r
Y., Y., Y 
u vw







Added Moment of Inertia Derivatives
Added Moment of Inertia Derivatives
K., K, K
u v w
rate of change of K hydrodynamic moment with
ue, Ve, or v ; the partial derivative OK/a; e ,
8K/8a e , or K/a8v








x , x e , x
Y ,P Yo, Y¢
zqj, Ze, z €
K, K o , K
M, MO, M
N, No N
rate of change of X force with q, 0, or O; the
partial derivative 8X/8P, 8X/80, or 8X/a
Control Derivatives
X 6  rate of change of X hydrodynamic force with
control deflection 6; the partial derivative
8X/ 85
X6b, X6d, X 6 f, X 6 r, X 6
Y6b' Y6d' Y 6 f, Y6r' Y6s
6b' 6d Sf' Sr' Y 6sZbb, Z~d, Z~f, Z~r , ZSs
KSb, K6d, K 6 f, K6r, K 6 s
M6b, M6d, M 6f, M6r, M6s
N6b, NSd, N 6 f, N6r, N6s
Miscellaneous Derivatives
Xu rate of change of Xo hydrodynamic force with
Ueo ; the partial derivative 8X 0/Su 0
Xua rate of change of Xa hydrodynamic force with
Uea; the partial derivative 8Xa/auea
X6a rate of change of X hydrodynamic force with
control deflection 6; the partial derivative
8X /8 6
K 11second partial derivative 8K/u e
Xuu second partial derivative 8aX/8u e
Xuv second partial derivative 8 X/u eave
X third partial derivative '3X/au 3
uuu e
X third partial derivative 83X/au 28v
uuv e e
X third partial derivative 83X/Ou 8v 8 wUVW e e -e
YII-~~~ ---- - -
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PROPERTIES OF FLUID ENVIRONMENT
p mass density
p coefficient of viscosity
v kinematic viscosity, p/p
P pressure





Of flight path angle; the angle from the horizontal
plane to U , positive when the motion is directed
above the forizontal plane
a angle of attack. To measure the angle, project
the line of motion relative to the fluid onto the
x-positive portion of the xz plane. The angle of
attack is the angle from this projection to the
x axis, positive in the positive sense of rotation
about the y axis. (See Figure 5.)
angle of drift; the angle from U to the x-positive. e
portion of the xz plane, positive in the positive
sense of rotation about the z axis. (See Figure 5.)
The two angles a and P are sufficient to completely
define the orientation of the x, y, z axes with re-
spect to the direction of motion of the body
relative to the fluid.
execute the time at which a control movement is com-
enced for the purpose of initiating or modifying a
maneuver
i m' m maximum value of heading, pitch, or roll angle,
measured from value at first execute (see
Figure 6)
Nei
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maximum displacement experienced by any point
on body during a maneuver (usually same point
on the stern); measured from position of origin
O at first execute, in the direction of x 0 , Yo, or z0
when the x 0, Yo, z0 axes are so chosen that the
direction of the initial motion lies in the xo-pos-
itive portion of the x 0 z0 plane and zo is vertically
down
maximum displacement of origin 0; measured from
the position of the origin at the first execute, in
the direction of x 0 , yo, or z0 when the x 0 , yo, z 0 axes
are chosen as for the preceding symbol
(see Figure 7)
ordered depth at origin O









tactical diameter; measured at point where heading
has changed 180 degrees (see Figure 7)
advance; measured at point where heading has
changed 90 degrees (see Figure 7)
transfer; measurement same as for AD







of heading at zero rudder angle
of heading at branch point (see
I _; - -+- A-- - - ~-rn
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overshoot in heading or pitch angle, measured
from value at second execute (see Figure 6)
overshoot in depth at origin O, measured from
value at second execute
average control deflection angle during period
shortly prior to i th execute; i = 1, 2,3, ' . Thus,
for an overshoot, 61 is the neutral angle, 62a is
the initial disturbing angle, and 53 is the checking
angle.
time at the i th execute; i = 1, 2, 3, . Normally
time will be measured from the first execute so
only tZ, t 3 , • • • will be significant.
heading or pitch execute angle at i th execute,
measured from value at first execute; i = 2, 3, ...
rate of change of heading at i th execute; i = 2, 3, • •
displacement of origin O at i th execute; measured
from the position of the origin at the first execute,
in the direction of x 0 , yo, or z0 when the x 0, yo, z 0
axes are so chosen that the direction of the initial
motion lies in the x 0-positive portion of the x 0 z0
plane and z0 is vertically down; i = 2, 3, • • .
displacement of origin O at time initial heading is
first regained; measured from the position of the
origin at the first execute, in the direction of
x 0, Yo, or z0 when the x 0 , Yo, z0 axes are so chosen
that the direction of the initial motion lies in the
x -positive portion of the x 0 z0 plane and zo is
vertically down
I~
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MISCELLANEOUS INDICES
F Froude number; F = U /e 9-ge
R Reynolds number; R = U I/ve
Rd, R x , R Reynolds number based on the distance d, x, or 6
S Strouhal number; S = nl/U
e
Sd Strouhal number based on diameter
cavitation number
. roots of stability equation; i = a for a real root,
i = b, c for a conjugate complex pair of roots,
where a = 1,2, ... b = 1,2, ... c = 1,2, ...
a *b * c
-ih roots of stability equation for horizontal motion
a-. roots of stability equation for vertical motion
iv
Re c. real part of complex root -. or real root -.;
1 also referred to as stabilit' index 1
Im ai imaginary part of complex root o-1
c/cc damping ratio
a 6  flap effectiveness parameter at constant CL





IAI absolute value of A
IAI the determinant A
I ~II~ r I I a I I i -------------~I~
IllilllllllYII11111 3IYI
iA I the matrix A
l Ii adjoint of matrix A
sum of
II product of
A the vector A
i, j, k unit vector along the x, y, or z axis
Athe tensor A
A -Tdot product of vectors A and B
AxIB cross product of vectors A and B
Re a-. real part of complex quantity i, or the real
quantity a-.
1
Im 0-. imaginary part of complex quantity a-.1
In natural logarithm
c damping constant
cc critical damping constant
A incremental change
A derivative of A with respect to time, dA/dt
D operator d/dt
DT operator d/dt'
1(t) unit step function
6(t) Dirac impulse function
X. Laplace transformation operator
s complex variable in Laplace transform
M-111












d diameter (Rd, Sd)
d dorsal
d drag (section coefficient)
d ordered (zod)
e effective (relative to fluid)





G center of mass
g geometric axis
g mean geometric (chord)
h horizontal
i initial condition
~ -- _ rl - II I I I Y I











m pitching moment (section coefficient)





P center of pressure
P prismatic (coefficient)
P typical point
P port (affected quantity to be enclosed in
parentheses)
P rate of change with respect to p
eSrate of change with respect to p
q rate of change with respect to qe
4 rate of change with respect to 41
e





rate of change with respect to ie
starboard (affected quantity to be enclosed in
parentheses)











rate of change with respect to ue
e
rate of change with respect to ye
rate of change with respect to v
vertical
rate of change with respect to iee
rate of change with respect to we
rate of change with respect to wive
force in direction of x, y, or z axis
associated with x, y, or z axis
based on characteristic length in direction of
x,y, or z axis (R )
projected onto yz, zx, or xy plane
projected onto yz, zx, or xy plane


























with respect to xy, yz, or za pair of axes (I )
rate of change with respect to a (CLa)
based on boundary layer thickness (R 6 )
rate of change with respect to 6
maximum pitch angle
rate of change with respect to 0
rate of change with respect to
maximum heading angle
rate of change with respect to
fixed (inertial) axis
time to damp to half amplitude
first execute (start of maneuver)
associated with 90 degree change of heading
associated with 180 degree change of heading









A ,A ,Abxa' Abya' Abza
Af, Ah , A
Af, A , A
AfA r As





a , a , a






































area, or projected area
projected area of bow plane or
dorsal rudder (planform area)
projection of bowplane area onto
yz, zx, or xy plane
projection of bowplane area onto
YaZa , z x a, or x y plane
projected frontal area, horizontal
area, or lateral area of body onto
yz, zx, or xy plane
projected area of flap, rudder, or
stern plane (planform area)
projected area of submerged part
of body onto yz, zx, or xy plane
advance
after perpendicular
aspect ratio (area to be specified
by appropriate subscript)
linear acceleration
component of linear acceleration
along x, y, or z axis
component of linear acceleration
along xa ya, or za axis
component of linear acceleration
along x 0, Yo, or z0 axis
buoyancy force
beam, or span
-~CUIIC- I I -- r I I r I I~ I I - 3sYP-"~
iiil _YYIYIII ~rY~ul IIIIIYIIYIYIIYVIIIYIII
cross force component of hydro-
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D U 22.pU 2AD
C 
-





drag component of hydrodynamic
force
drag coefficient (area to be specified)





















residuary drag; C = C - C
r t fdiameter
diameter
the time at which a control movement is com-
menced for the purpose of initiating or modifying
F x , Fy , Fz








F ! _ x
x 1 g2p U 12
F
F '- xa




component of total external force
along x, y, or z axis
component of total external force
along x a Ya , or z axisa' a
execute
MMIMIIIIIY1
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forward perpendicular










Hcb , Hcd, Hcf, H cr, H cs
H , H y, H z
H , y a , Hzaxa ya za
I x , Iy, I zx .Iy 91z
xa ya za
I , I , Ixy yz zx











HH 'I x cbcbx p UI
HH- Ix p U14
H
H '- xa





II , _ xax 1pI




moment of momentum (angular
momentum)
moment about control stock of
hydrodynamic force on control
moment about control stock of
hydrodynamic force on bow plane,
dorsal rudder, flap, rudder, or
stern plane
moment of momentum about x, y,
or z axis
moment of momentum about x ,











of inertia about x, y, or
of inertia about xa , Ya, or
of inertia about xy, yz, or
of inertia
axe s
about x aY , y aZa
Im o-.1
Im .' = x imaginary part of complex root o.U
GM
x r-
aa,~*u~ lL ----- ------ ~rs- - ------------- ~rg
angle of incidence
unit vector along x axis






















































































































radius of gyration about x, y, or
z axis
radius of gyration about x , yaxaa
or z axisa












ua 1p U 3
K
K - uuuu 1 31P
K U
K ' _ uuu
uuu p 13
K












K - S da







































































U aU ALC -
L ~pU2A
LCL Pu Uv
lift component of hydrodynamic
force














c lift per unit span at infinite aspect ratio=p cc
= section lift coefficient
length between perpendiculars
longitudinal distance of center of
buoyancy from FP
longitudinal distance of center of
mass from FP
length overall
length at design waterline
I
1' = characteristic length
Laplace transformation operator
natural logarithm
direction cosine of x0 relative to
x, y, or z axis
M
M' - hydrodynamic pitching moment
-p U2I 3  about y axis
MC M  1 pitching moment coefficient (area
p U 2AI to be specified)
M
CM=  - U
c pitching moment per unit span at infinite aspect rati
m 1 a2
p U -c
= section pitching-moment coefficient












































C N - p UzAl
direction cosine of yo relative to
x,y, or z axis
hydrodynamic yawing moment
about z axis










direction cosine of z0 relative to
x,y, or z axis
origin of x, y, z axes
origin of xa, Ya, za axes
origin of x b , Yb' Zb axes
38
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n , ny, n
xyz












P x, Py' P
Pp p,-pP Pt -
; p U'




Pa Pa - U




See subscript variations under p
Q
0 d






























origin of xc, c, zc axes
overshoot in depth, measured
from value at second execute
origin of xf, yf, zf axes
origin of x , y , z axes
origin of x s , y s , zs axes
origin of x 0 , Yo, z 0 axes
overshoot in pitch, measured from
value at second execute
overshoot in heading, measured
from value at second execute
momentum





Qcb' Qcd Qcf' Qcr Qcs
QT
Q , Q x, Q z






c p U2 3
Q












moment of total external force
moment of total external force
about control stock
total moment about stock of bow
plane, dorsal rudder, rudder, or
stern plane
moment produced by thrust
total moment about x, y, or z axis
total moment about x , y , or
z axis
a
absolute angular velocity about
y axis







Re aI - 1 real part







number e , , or
V




absolute angular velocity about
z axis
See variations under p for analogous variants of r.
n)S Strouhal number -
U e























complex variable in Laplace
transform
period of oscillation
thrust, or towline tension







time to reach steady-state con-
ditions of motion
time to reach maximum forward
point in a turn
time to reach maximum lateral
displacement in a horizontal
maneuver
time to reach maximum pitch
angle in an overshoot or zig-zag
maneuver
time to reach maximum heading
angle in an overshoot or zig-zag
maneuver
time for an oscillation to decay
to half amplitude

































t 90  t 90o' - I
t18oU
t180  = 8 t, 8 U1-tt O t I0 t -
tU
Utz t, ' = --U U' = U
U




USee subscript variations under p forand U. U UlU =











time at i th execute; i = 1, 2, . • •
time at initiation of a maneuver
time to reach 90* change of heading
in a turn
time to reach 1800 change of
heading in a turn
time to regain initial heading in an
overshoot or zig-zag maneuver
absolute linear velocity of origin
of x, y, z axes
linear velocity of origin of x, y, z
axes relative to fluid
linear acceleration of origin of
x, y, z axes
corresponding variants of U, U e s
component of absolute linear
velocity U along x axis
analogous variants of u.
time rate of change of u in direction
of x axis (not equivalent to a )
analogous variants of ii.
volume
absolute speed in knots
speed relative to fluid in knots
component of absolute linear
velocity U along y axis
See u and i for notations that also apply to v by analogy.







weight; W = mg
component of absolute linear
velocity U along z axis
See u and ii for notations that also apply to w by analogy.
component of hydrodynamic force
along x axis; also referred to as
longitudinal force
See subscript variations of K and M for analogous variants of X. Some













X qqu qquqqu .1
2X













X t -- UUU
uuu u
X










aq~ e au e
partial derivative- 82%Xq e z
partial derivative ax







































xc' c YC Z
x f, yf, zf
x , y, z










moving axes fixed in body
principal moving body axes
translating axes, parallel to
x 0 , Yo, z0 axes, and moving with
origin of x, y, z
moving axes fixed in control
surface
axes moving with fluid
special moving axes related to
geometric properties, center of
mass, etc.
supplemental moving axes for a
second body or similar uses
inertial axes fixed in space
x' = - displacement in direction of x axis
axes, immediately preceding, for subscript variants of x.
x
x B ' - x coordinate of center of buoyancyB











x coordinate of center of buoyancya
x coordinate of i th fin, hydrofoil,
etc.; i = 1, 2, ..- (i omitted if only
one item is involved)
x coordinate of center of mass
x coordinate of center of mass
a































See subscript variations of K and N for analogous variants of Y.
y'= displacement in direction of y axis









from approach path achieved by any
point on body during a maneuver,
measured from position of origin
0 at start of maneuver
component of hydrodynamic force
along z axis; also referred to as
vertical force
See subscript variations of K and M for analogous variants of Z.
x coordinate of center of pressure
or of typical point P
x coordinate of static center
x coordinate of towpoint
maximum distance, in direction of
approach path, reached by origin
0 in a turn
displacement of origin O, in
direction of approach path,
measured from first execute to
i th execute; i = 2, 3, • * •
maximum distance, in direction of
approach path, achieved by any
point on body during a turn,
measured from position of origin
0 at start of turn
displacement of origin O, in
direction of approach path, at time
initial heading has been regained
in an overshoot or zig-zag
maneuver
component of hydrodynamic force
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displacement in direction of z axis


























incremental change in ballast
angular deflection of control
surface
deflection of bow plane, dorsal
rudder, flap, rudder, or stern
plane
deflection of tab on doubly-movable
flap
average control deflection angle
during period shortly prior to





maximum depth achieved by any
point on body during a maneuver,
measured from position of origin
O at start of maneuver
angle of attack



































rate of deflection of bow plane,
dorsal rudder, flap, rudder, or
stern plane
downwash angle
pitch angle referred to x, y, z axes
pitch angle referred to x a s Ya, Za
axes
flight-path angle
maximum pitch angle in a maneuver,
measured from value at first
execute
pitch execute angle at i th execute
measured from value at first
execute; i = Z, 3, ...
sweepback angle of quarter-chord
line
linear ratio, full-scale to model
size






















rate of change of heading
rate of change of heading
point for spiral tests
at branch
rate of change of heading at i th
execute; i = 2, 3, • • •
rate of change of heading at zero
rudder for spiral tests
absolute angular velocity of origin
of x, y, z axes
angular velocity of origin of x, y, z
axes relative to fluid
roots of stability equation; i = a for
real root; i = b, c for conjugate
complex pair of roots; a = 1, 2,
b= 1,2,.* c= 1,2,...a b* c
roots of stability equation for
horizontal motion
roots of stability equation for
vertical motion
phase angle; i= 1,2, ... or 0, ,
to distinguish various phases, when
needed
roll angle referred to x, y, z axes
roll angle referred to x a , Ya za
axes
maximum roll angle in a maneuver
heading angle referred to x, y, z
axes
heading angle referred to xas Ya'
z axes
a
maximum heading angle, measured
from value at first execute
heading execute angle at i th
execute, measured from value at
































absolute angular acceleration of
origin of x, y, z axes
frequency in radians per second
natural frequency in radians per
second
unit step function





cross product of vectors A and B
derivative of A with respect to
time, dA/dt
dot product of vectors A and B
factorial n
adjoint of matrix A
approximately equal to
asymptotically equal to
II I IIYIYIIYYIY iYi I i
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INTERIM NOMENCLATURE FOR TOWED CABLES
F drag per unit length of cable when cable is parallel to stream
f ratio F/R
P component of external force acting on element of cable in direc-
tion of element
p ratio P/R
Q component of external force acting on element of cable in direc-
tion 90* counterclockwise from direction of element
q ratio Q/R
R drag per unit length of cable when cable is normal to stream
s distance along cable measured positively in sense of positive
progression along cable (see Figure 9)
T tension in cable at arbitrarily chosen point
To tension in cable at point chosen as origin of coordinate system
W weight in water of unit length of cable
w ratio W/R
x, y rectangular coordinates of arbitrarily chosen point on cable
(see Figure 9)
,4 nondimensional rectangular coordinates; = Rx/T 0 , 1 = Ry/To
a nondimensional distance along cable; a = Rs/To
T nondimensional tension; T = T/To
angle from direction of motion to direction of tangent to cable at
arbitrarily chosen point, the direction of the tangent being taken
in the sense of increasing s (see Figure 9)
c critical angle of cable; the value of when the cable is freely
trailed
o value of at point chosen as origin of coordinate system
50
- ~I Irrr~------~- I ------ ---
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Figure 1 - Alignment of Moving Axes that are Fixed in a Body
_ ___I_ ~ 1 111
Figure 2 - Euler Angles Defining Orientation of x, y, z Axes Relative to
xo, Yo, zo Axes
INI
rafn~ I I I-- I I I I I~-upc~---.
x
0X 0
Figure 3 - Angles that Furnish the Direction Cosines Relating
the x0 Axis to the x,y,z Axes
Muh.i
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b. View Looking Along z Axis
Figure 4 - Positive Directions of Lift, Drag, and Cross Force
Components of Hydrodynamic Force
Component L lies in the xz plane and is normal to Ue; component D is
directed opposite to Ue and hence is displaced from the xz plane by the
amount of the angle P (see Figure 5). Neither D nor C lie in the xy plane.
Component C is normal to L and D; thus L, D, and C form a right-hand
orthogonal system.
ii I
I II ' IC I - I I - --
Figure 5 -
Projection of Ue 
Ue
onto x-positive
portion of xz plane
z
Orientation of x, y, z Axes with Respect to Relative Motion
of Body
Positive senses of at and 3 are shown.
INIII,1















Figure 6 - Parameters for Overshoot and Zig-Zag Maneuvers
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Path of CG of Vessel












Turning R.ate Versus Rudder Deflection
in a Dieudonne Spiral Maneuver
6
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of cable relative to
fluid
Reference point for quadrant 1
P Direction of increasing s
(all quadrants)
7r I_ r.5< 0: (7r+
-- = r I
Reference point for quadrants
2 or 3 - also for quadrant I if
the configuration includes both
I and 2.
Figure 9 - Configuration of a Cable in a Uniform Stream
--- -- I
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